Run ID: mlbclsA1
Run type: automatic
Sources used: deduped text, topic statements

Estimate of the number of person-hours spent...
configuring/loading: 10
searching: 0
reviewing: 0
analyzing: 0

Topic: 401
Relevant Docs: 20017
Rel Estimate: 450573
Rel Accuracy: 4.4%
F1: 6.4%
F1 Estimate: 80.0%
F1 Accuracy: 8.1%
Best cutoff: 26871
Cutoff Estimate: 600218
Cutoff Accuracy: 4.5%
Hypothetical F1: 27.8%
ROC AUC: 75.9%

Topic: 402
Relevant Docs: 3012
Rel Estimate: 450573
Rel Accuracy: 0.7%
F1: 1.0%
F1 Estimate: 80.0%
F1 Accuracy: 1.2%
Best cutoff: 20180
Cutoff Estimate: 600218
Cutoff Accuracy: 3.4%
Hypothetical F1: 16.1%
ROC AUC: 83.6%

Topic: 403
Relevant Docs: 1239
Rel Estimate: 450574
Rel Accuracy: 0.3%
F1: 0.4%
F1 Estimate: 80.0%
F1 Accuracy: 0.5%
Best cutoff: 5973
Cutoff Estimate: 600219
Cutoff Accuracy: 1.0%
Hypothetical F1: 16.1%
ROC AUC: 83.6%